Water is a common surrogate of DNA for modelling the charged particleinduced ionizing processes in living tissue exposed to radiations. The present study aims at scrutinizing the validity of this approximation and then revealing new insights into proton-induced energy transfers by a comparative analysis between water and realistic biological medium. In this context, a self-consistent quantum mechanical modelling of the ionization and electron capture processes is reported within the continuum distorted wave-eikonal initial state framework for both isolated water molecules and DNA components impacted by proton beams. Their respective probability of occurrence-expressed in terms of total cross sections-as well as their energetic signature (potential and kinetic) are assessed in order to clearly emphasize the differences existing between realistic building blocks of living matter and the controverted water-medium surrogate. Consequences in radiobiology and radiotherapy will be discussed in particular in view of treatment planning refinement aiming at better radiotherapy strategies.
In this work, equation ( 
Introduction
In the context of biomolecular radiation damage, primary charged particles loose energy during interaction with biological tissues, potentially leading to the creation of secondary electrons in the medium. Modelling the radiobiological damages induced by such ionizing particles crossing the living matter requires a precise knowledge of the full radiation history, including the energy deposited during inelastic collisions as well as the kinetic energy transferred to secondary particles eventually emitted.
In order to capture the complexity of the biological radiation damage induction mechanism at the molecular level, it is of prime importance to quantify the full kinematics of the main ionizing processes. Monte-Carlo (MC) track structure codes are among the best-suited tools to achieve that goal since they provide an adequate description of the radio-induced energetic pattern at the finest scale, i.e. at the cellular or sub-cellular level [see (Nikjoo et al 2006) for a review]. However, the reliability of such numerical methods heavily depends on the accuracy of the input data used in the simulations, namely, the interaction cross sections needed for describing the various collisional processes involved in the slowing-down of the charged particles in the medium of interest. For that reason, a precise description of the most important ionizing interactions i.e. the ionization and the electron capture processes is of crucial importance in proton track-structure modelling.
Drawing up an exhaustive list of models implemented into the MC codes documented in the literature would be a daunting task in view of the variety of existing approaches, which include theoretical, semi-empirical as well as experimental approaches. For more details, we refer the reader to our previous works where a comparison between measurements and theoretical/semi-empirical predictions was given for proton-induced ionization and capture in water vapour as well as the series of works based on the dielectric response function for describing the charged particle induced interactions in liquid water (see for example the recent work of Dingfelder (2014) and the review provided by Emfietzoglou et al (2013) ). Nevertheless, from a general standpoint, the predictive power of such models remains either restricted to the domain of validity of the theoretical approximations used or limited by the availability of the experimental data. Regarding the latter, of course we essentially find total cross sections, the multiple differential cross sections-needed to describe the angular and the energetic distributions of the secondary emitted electronsbeing indeed rarely measured due to the complexity of simultaneous energetic and angular detection. Therefore, semi-empirical laws are usually preferred in the proton transport numerical simulations, although the paucity of measured data may sometimes lead to questionable results largely based on extrapolations.
In order to address such shortcomings, we recently proposed a series of quantum-mechanical models based on the first-Born approximation with correct boundary conditions (CB1 model) and the continuum distorted wave-eikonal initial state (CDW-EIS) methodology to describe the proton-induced ionization and electronic capture in water vapour . In brief, the CB1 model describes the active (ejected) electron as being in bound and continuum states of the target field in the entry and exit collision channels, respectively, while the CDW-EIS description gives a more 'complete' representation of the active electron, considering that it evolves in the simultaneous presence of both the projectile and target fields in the entry and exit channels at all collision times. In this way, the CB1 model is commonly referred to as a one-centre approach and the CDW-EIS model as a two-centre one. Furthermore, correct boundary conditions were considered in the CB1 and CDW-EIS models, meaning that asymptotic Coulomb long-range interaction between the projectile and the active electron was accounted for in the initial and final wave functions.
Both CB1 and CDW-EIS models are valid for high enough collision energies, namely, for impact energies greater than about 50 keV amu −1
. In fact, the CDW-EIS model was originally introduced to give a better description than the one-centre models of both the ionization (Crothers and McCann 1983) and capture (Martínez et al 1988) processes, in particular in the intermediate impact energy regime i.e. where the impact velocity is comparable to the initial electron orbital velocity. Thus, for water vapour we have tested that the CDW-EIS model gives an adequate description in terms of total and differential cross sections of both the ionization and the electron capture processes for impact energies of the order of a few tens of keV. Similarly, we have shown that the CB1 predictions exhibit an overall good agreement with the experiment provided that the impact energy is greater than about 100 keV amu −1 .
Recently, both quantum-mechanical models were extended to handle more complex molecular targets and thoroughly tested in a series of studies dedicated to the description of the proton-induced ionization and electron capture on DNA/RNA components. Molecular structure information for the biological targets of interest was provided by ab initio calculations [see for details]. Total, single-and double-differential ionization cross sections were calculated within the CB1 and CDW-EIS approximations and compared to a large set of experimental data for protons, α-particles, carbon and fluorine ion beams impacting on the various DNA/RNA compounds, including the nucleobases (adenine (A), cytosine (C), thymine (T), guanine (G) and uracil (U)) and the sugar-phosphate (SP) backbone (Champion et al 2010 , Agnihotri et al 2012 , 2013a , 2013b , Itoh et al 2013 . Similarly, the electron capture process was investigated by means of two continuum distorted wave models (CDW and CDW-EIS) and a comparison between theoretical predictions and scarce experimental data was reported in .
These pioneer studies were particularly important since in the vast majority of existing numerical simulations devoted to radio-induced damage modelling and its numerous derivatives (radiotherapy, dosimetry, medical imaging…), the biological environment is usually modelled by water, which accounts for more than 50-80 wt% in the cellular environment, depending on the age of the patient. However, it is nowadays well known that the history of any charged particle in matter and, consequently, the energy deposit pattern are sensitive to the nature of the molecules impacted. Therefore, it can be inferred that using cross sections of water instead of realistic cross sections in track-structure simulations may lead to an underestimation of the DNA radiation damages (strand breaks, base lesions…), as already suggested by many authors [see e.g. (Rabus et al 2014) ]. Moreover, many groups have demonstrated in the past that the role played by the DNA components-and more particularly by the terminal phosphate group and the base moieties-might be crucial in the radio-induced damage distribution in particular for direct action of low-energy electrons [see, e.g. the series of works provided by Sanche and co-workers (Zheng et al 2005 , Li et al 2008 ].
The current work aims at scrutinizing the appropriateness of water as a surrogate for modelling the main ionizing proton-induced processes in human tissue and revealing new insights into proton-induced energy transfers in realistic biological medium. The biomolecular targets under investigation are considered as isolated molecules and then refer to living matter components in vapour state. In this sense, the present work clearly differs from the existing studies on condensed DNA where the energy-loss function of realistic biological components was extracted from experimental data and interpolated for being used in cross section calculations [see for example the series of works provided by Abril and co-workers (Abril et al 2011 , de Vera et al 2015 ].
The objective is here to provide an intra comparison of the two major collisional processes in water versus DNA, each target being modelled within the same approximation. Under these conditions, a self-consistent quantum mechanical modelling of the ionization and electron capture processes in water and DNA is here reported, within the aforementioned CDW-EIS framework, for both isolated water molecules and DNA components impacted by protons. Their respective probability of occurrence-expressed in terms of total cross sections-as well as their energetic signature are assessed in order to emphasize the differences existing between realistic building blocks of living matter and the controverted water-medium surrogate.
Finally, let us add that even if the investigated targets are described in vapour phase, we obviously consider a density scaling when we investigate the radiobiological and medical applications in the last section of this work.
Methodology

Biological matter description
The input parameters used for describing the occupied molecular orbitals (MOs) of the biomolecular targets here investigated were obtained by using an ab initio method in which each molecular orbital was described by a linear combination of atomic wave functions by using the GAUSSIAN09 software at the RHF/3-21G level (Frisch et al 2009) . The equilibrium geometries of the nucleobases were obtained without symmetry constraints applied, whereas the structure of the SP backbone unit was optimized following the procedure suggested by Colson et al (1993) for a typical B-DNA fiber conformation. The resulting first ionization potential of the backbone unit was 10.53 eV, in close agreement with the scaled value of 10.52 eV obtained by Bernhardt and Paretzke (2003) , while the computed ionization energies of the occupied molecular orbitals of the nucleobases were scaled so that their calculated Koopmans ionization energy, i.e. the ionization energy of their HOMO coincides with the experimental value of the ionization potential measured by Hush and Cheung (1975) . Besides, the effective number of electron relative to the atomic component was derived from a standard Mulliken population analysis. For more details, we refer the interested reader to our previous study where all the quantum numbers and coefficients needed for expressing the target molecular wave functions are reported.
Cross section calculation
The reactions of interest are here the single electron capture and the single electron ionization processes induced by impact of bare ions on molecular targets. Due to the complexity of such multi-electron processes, we first reduced the current problem to the study of a threebody system composed by the projectile, the active electron and the residual target [for more details, we refer the reader to the original works given by Corchs et al (1993) and by Galassi et al (2004) which refer to the first descriptions of the electron capture and ionization from molecular targets, respectively]. Besides, the passive electrons (the not captured or ionized ones) are assumed to remain in their respective bound orbital during the collision. Let us note that this second approximation is valid at high enough impact energies i.e. when the collision time is smaller than the relaxation time of the passive electrons as well as the vibrational and rotational ones. In addition, due to the large difference between the proton mass and that of the target electron, the straight-line version of the impact parameter approximation is employed for describing both the ionization and the electron capture processes.
Within this independent active electron approximation, the interaction of the projectile nucleus with the passive electrons is averaged over the orbital distributions of the latter ones.
As a consequence, it appears in the Hamiltonian as a static potential depending of the distance of the projectile to the center of mass of the molecular target. Thus, its influence on the initial and final wave functions in the entry and exit channels, respectively, appears under the form of an exponential factor with a purely imaginary argument, as it happens for the interaction between the projectile nucleus and all the nuclei of the molecule. It can then be shown that both exponential factors do not affect the electronic transition when integration over all projectile scattering distributions is performed (Corchs et al 1993 , Galassi et al 2004 . This is the case of our present interest since differential cross sections only depending on the final electronic energy and/or angular distributions are presented for electron ionization. Besides, for electron capture only total cross sections are calculated. Thus, the interactions of the projectile with the residual target can be excluded from the present analysis. Under these conditions, the Hamiltonian describing the evolution of the active electron is reduced to the expression
where it has been considered that the electronic mass is much more smaller that the projectile and the residual target ones.
In the above expression, Z P is the projectile nuclear charge, x and s are the position vectors of the active electron with respect to the center of mass of the molecular target and to the projectile nucleus, respectively, while ( ) V x T refers to a potential describing the influence of the residual target on the active electron, containing thus the interaction of the active electron with the target nuclei and the passive electrons.
In the α-entry channel, the initial one-active electron distorted wave function is chosen as
where the super-index (+) indicates the outgoing character of the distorted wave function whereas ϕ α (x) represents the non-perturbed initial electron bound orbital and ε α its orbital energy. The L α distortion factor is given by
where γ is defined as γ = Z v P with v the impact velocity. As the distorted function included in the entrance channel depends on the s coordinate, it takes into account the fact that the electron bound to the target is simultaneously at all collision times in a continuum state of the projectile field, being the latter considered through an eikonal approximation. It gives a two-center character to the distorted wave function. Moreover, the Coulomb behavior of the projectile field at long distances s is contained in the initial distorted wave function in the entry α-channel, preserving thus correct boundary conditions at collision times → −∞ t (t = 0 corresponding to the closest approach of the projectile to the target for each given impact parameter). The simple choice of a multiplicative continuum distorting factor has as a consequence that the potentials −Z s / p ( ) and V T do not appear in the initial perturbation potential α W , which results from the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (
For electron capture, the final wave function in the β-exit channel is chosen as
where ϕ β (s) represents the final non-perturbed bound projectile state and ε β its corresponding orbital energy. In equation (4), 1 F 1 (− i ς; 1; −i v x − i v·x) refers to the Coulomb continuum factor related to the electron-residual target interaction where
where the value of n is equal to the principal quantum number of each atomic orbital used to describe the molecular orbitals.
In order to simplify the calculations associated with the use of a target numerical continuum factor, the interaction between the active electron and the residual target has been approximated by an effective Coulomb potential, in such a way that
T . This approximation limits the description of correct boundary conditions associated with the V T potential in the exit channel at asymptotic long distances x but privileges the region where electron capture reaction is produced. Moreover, asymptotic boundary conditions are satisfied for the approximated Hamiltonian resulting by replacing V T by V * T .
In equation (4), the function
) gives the normalization of the corresponding continuum factor. The final distorted wave-function presents also a two-centre character associated with the fact that the electron evolves in the combined field of the projectile and residual target. Now, the super-index (−) indicates that correct ingoing conditions are satisfied.
For ionization, the final distorted wave function is taken as 
where k and p = k − v are the linear momenta of the electron with respect to the target and projectile nucleus, respectively. Finally, let us remind that the Sommerfeld parameters ξ and ζ are defined by
In the rhs of equation (5), the functions depending on the x coordinate describe the electron in a continuum state of the residual target (represented by an effective Coulomb field) whereas the continuum factor depending on the coordinate s corresponds to the electronprojectile interaction. Thus, the final distorted wave function describes the electron travelling simultaneously in a continuum state of both the projectile and the residual target fields, and their actions on the emitted electron are considered on equal footing.
Once more, it must be noted that the distorted wave function χ β − for ionization presents the asymptotic behavior
The post and prior versions of the transition amplitude for the reactions above mentioned may be written as †
respectively, with H el the electronic Hamiltonian.
In the current work, the cross sections for electron capture are computed within prior version whereas for electron ionization the post version is used for simplicity (Champion et al 2010 , 2012 .
Results and discussion
Interaction cross sections
The total cross sections (per target) for proton impacting on isolated water molecules and DNA components are reported for ionization and electron capture in figures 1(a) and (b), respectively. We clearly observe that the CDW-EIS model reproduces very well the experimental measurements of water vapour (for ionization and capture) for proton incident energies greater than ~50 keV, while the low-energy domain is, as expected, largely overestimated. Regarding the DNA nucleobases and the SP backbone, a large degree of similarity is observed among all the components considered. Besides, the present theoretical predictions show a very good agreement with the experimental data recently reported by Iriki et al (2011a Iriki et al ( , 2011b for 0.5-, 1-and 2 MeV protons impacting on adenine targets. On the other hand, the data reported by Tabet et al (2010) at 80 keV exhibit large discrepancies with our results (by a factor of ~2-5 
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for ionization and of one order of magnitude for capture), a tendency, which has been recently confirmed by the calculations performed by Privett and Morales within the electron nuclear dynamics (END) framework (Privett and Morales 2014) . In their work, the authors developed two independent END models coupled with various types of basis sets for describing the biomolecular targets and demonstrated the ability of their theories to accurately describe the one-electron transfer process for proton-induced collisions on A, C, T and U nucleobases.
The results obtained are reported in figure 1(b) for comparison and show an overall good agreement with our theoretical predictions-even considering their dispersion relative to the basis set used-and clearly point out huge discrepancies with the measurements reported by Tabet and co-workers (see table 1 ).
Figure 1(a) shows that, regardless of the molecular target investigated, the ionization cross sections feature similar variations as functions of the incident energy, with in particular a maximum located around 70 keV. However, the amplitude of the 'DNA-components' cross sections is higher by a factor of 6-10 than that of the water molecule, a tendency that may also be observed for the capture process. This result is directly linked to the total number of target electrons since when normalized per target electron, i.e. 10 for water, 58 for C, 66 for T, 70 for A, 78 for G and 96 for the SP backbone, we obtain a 'universal' cross section, as seen in figure 2. Let us note that this suggests that the mean free path for protons in water will be similar to that in DNA (at constant density) and that « realistic » modelling the living matter, as opposed to using water cross sections, would have no effect on the transport simulation of protons in a non-homogeneous biological medium. However, this statement is only valid for spatial considerations; indeed, as demonstrated in the following, strong differences may arise in detailed analysis of the proton-induced energy transfers in water and DNA.
Energy transfers
Figure 3(a) depicts the average kinetic energy E e transferred to secondary electrons during the ionization of each target investigated. The latter is calculated from the corresponding singly differential ionization cross sections, namely,
. 
The differences observed between water and DNA components remain small as long as the incident proton energy is low, i.e. below 100 keV, while noticeable discrepancies occur when the proton energy increases. Besides, figure 3(a) exhibits an evident correlation between the amplitude of the average kinetic energy and the 'size' of the target, namely, the number of target electrons, as already observed in figure 1 in terms of total ionization cross sections. Thus, figure 3(a) shows that the minimal average kinetic energy of electrons extracted from DNA is attributed to cytosine (with 58 target electrons), the maximal energy being observed for the SP group (with 96 target electrons). In this context, the kinetic energy released in water clearly appears lower than that of all the DNA components over the whole proton energy range. More precisely, at 10 MeV, figure 3(a) indicates that the average kinetic energy of the emitted electrons during the C ionization is 77.6 eV, i.e. 7% greater than for water (72.4 eV). For the SP backbone, the corresponding value is even higher, namely, 81.6 eV, i.e. 13% greater than for water. Finally, for the sake of comparison, the calculations provided by de Vera et al (2013) within the dielectric formalism (stars) have been also included in figure 3(a) . A good agreement is observed over the whole proton energy range covered by the authors (10 keV-10 MeV).
Similarly, we report in the following the evolution of the deposited energy with respect to the proton energy for both ionization ( figure 3(b) ) and electron capture ( figure 3(c) ). This potential energy-related to ionization or capture-is calculated for each biomolecular target from the sum of all the corresponding partial (subshell) cross sections σ σ σ = + where N MO refers to the number of molecular orbitals used in the description of each target (N MO = 5 for water, 29 for C, 33 for T, 35 for A, 39 for G and 48 for the SP backbone) [see Galassi et al (2012) for details].
With regard to the ionization process ( figure 3(b) ), only slight differences may be observed between the different targets investigated, essentially due to the differences in magnitude of the binding energies involved into the ionization process. Nevertheless, the general tendency shows an asymptotic average deposited energy ranging from about 19 eV to 22 eV according to the DNA component, the water value being here again lower than that of all the DNA constituents and more particularly with the nucleobases. Indeed, from 1 MeV to 100 MeV protonenergy, the 'nucleobase group' shows a noticeable divergence with water ranging from 5-7% to 10-15% while the SP backbone asymptotically tends to about 19.32 eV i.e. very close to the water value (19.28 eV). In fact, this surprising result is linked to the combination of two factors, namely, (i) the relative contribution of the inner-shells into the ionization process, which is more important in the DNA case than in water (for all the components, as shown in figure 4(a)) and (ii) the inner-shell binding energies, which are of the same order of magnitude for water and the nucleobases whereas they are about 4 times higher in the SP case, in particular due to the presence of the phosphate group. Consequently, the average energy deposited during the ionization of the inner-shells-expressed as the sum of the inner-shell cross sections weighted by the associated binding energy-shows a spectrum clearly dominated by the nucleobases in the high-energy regime ( figure 3(b) ).
On the other hand, in the case of the electron capture process the observations are quite different. Indeed, as can be seen in figure 3(c) where we have reported the evolution of the energy deposited during the electron capture process versus the proton energy, the water and the nucleobases show very similar contributions to the deposited energy pattern, the latter being in this case largely dominated by the SP backbone in the high-energy regime. Here again, the result has to be linked to the combined effects of the magnitude of the inner-shell binding energies and the inner-shell contribution to the capture process, which exhibits here a quasi-similar dependency with respect to the proton energy for all the targets (see figure 4(b) ).
However, in the particular case of ionizing interaction on inner-shells, it is well known that the vacancy may be accompanied by the emission of an Auger electron that takes place at a short time scale after the interaction, typically between 0.001 and 5 fs. This Auger decay will necessarily modify the kinetic energy spectrum as well as the deposited energy pattern. Thus, by considering that all the inner-shell interactions are accompanied by an Auger relaxation process (regardless of the target investigated), we re-evaluated the average kinetic and potential energy spectra reported above. Specifically, the experimental value of 497.8 eV was used for the H 2 O Auger electron energy (Siegbahn et al 1975) while semi-empirically estimates of the DNA Auger electron energies were extrapolated by using the binding energy gaps of the different atomic constituents involved in the biomolecular target description (Larkins 1977) as well as the binding energies of the molecular subshells of the targets under investigation (see Galassi et al 2012) . Besides, let us add that we have here assumed that the Auger relaxation probability was equal to 1 whatever the target and the inner shells impacted are. This approximation may be seen as a first degree of approximation and 'more realistic' probabilities will be taken into account in our future works for modelling the various non-radiative transition channels.
The energy transfers obtained for both the ionization and the electron capture processes by taking into account the Auger cascade decay are displayed in figure 5 .
In comparison to figure 3, we clearly observe that the average kinetic energies also revised (figure 5(a)) are slightly higher, the increase being all the more important when the proton energy increases; as discussed previously, this results from the increasing contribution of the inner-shell into the ionization process as the proton energy increases (as shown in figure 4(a) ). In particular, at 10 MeV, the C and the SP backbone results show an increase of the average secondary electron energy of about 10 and 16%, respectively, in comparison to the water result.
Regarding the deposited energy spectrum, an appreciable decrease in both ionization and capture (see figures 5(b) and (c), respectively) is also seen. However, the difference between water and DNA components remains still noticeable, in particular for the capture occurring on the SP backbone where a ratio of ~6 is observed with water when Auger decays are taken into account.
From a radiobiological standpoint, it is nowadays admitted that the deposited energy stands as one of the most relevant quantities, whose amplitude may directly be linked to the radiation ability of DNA damaging. In this context, figure 5 clearly highlights the particularity of the SP backbone, which distinguishes from the 'water-nucleobase' group in particular in the high-energy domain via the electron capture process. These findings should undoubtedly have important knock-on effects in radiobiology-in particular for predicting the single and double strand break (SSB and DSB, respectively) induction-since the SP group is one of the main constituents of DNA involved in the macromolecule strand breakage.
In order to clearly appraise the specificity of this particular DNA element, we report in figure 6 a detailed comparison between water (panel a) and the SP group (panel b) in terms of energy deposit during the ionization and capture processes (blue and red line, respectively). Additionally, we separated the contribution of the inner subshells from the outer ones in both processes. Thus, as expected for ionization (blue lines), we observe that the main contribution arises from the outer shells (dash-and-dotted lines) for both water and SP group, leading then to a quasi-similar tendency with respect to the incident proton energy. On the other hand, with regards to the capture process (red lines)-which is characterized by a maximal probability of occurrence when the projectile velocity matches that of the target electron-figure 6 clearly points out the role played by the inner-shells, namely, the 1s contribution for both water and the SP group (dashed lines) and the 2s-2p contribution in the case of the SP group (dotted line). Thus, we observe that the inner-shell contribution dominates the global process provided that the proton energy is greater than about 1 MeV. These observations are noticeable for both water and the SP group. However, due to the large amplitude of the binding energies of the latter, the average energy deposited during an electron capture on the SP group largely exceeds that deposited in water.
From the energetic point of view, the differences of magnitude observed in figure 6 between water and the SP backbone clearly point out the crucial role of the SP, which is all the more important that it is nowadays well admitted that the two major sources of SSBs-which can be converted into potentially lethal DNA double-strand breaks if not repaired-are either the sugar or the nucleobase damage arising from primary radiation attack. However, many experimental studies have clearly demonstrated that among the various mechanisms of radiation damage induction, attacks on the SP backbone appears to be of the greatest importance and that attacks on bases are generally believed to not cause strand scission since arising indirectly, through enzymic removal of the damaged base by DNA base excision repair. Such reports have already been done by many experimental groups working on low-energy ion-induced damage to DNA building blocks who clearly shown that keV ion-induced DNA damages were largely dominated by deoxyribose disintegration [see e.g. (Deng et al 2005) ].
However, let us not forget that the conclusions deduced from figure 6 are obtained by considering the two ionizing processes independently from each other i.e. without taking into account their relative probability of occurrence. Thus, if we are interested by the average energy deposit per ionizing process, i.e. without discriminating the collisional process, we have to weight up the above-reported values for ionization ( figure 5(b) ) and electron capture ( figure 5(c) ) by the corresponding total cross section (figure 1). In this case, we observe that all the targets exhibit quasi similar energy transfers-ranging from about 14 eV to 18 eV-the important role of the SP group having even disappeared, essentially due to the low probability of occurrence of the capture process in particular in the high-energy domain (see figure 7) . 
From isolated biomolecules to 'realistic' biological medium
In order to gain insight into the real energy deposit cartography induced by proton impact in biological medium, we have compared the mean energy deposit in water to its homologs in a 'realistic' DNA medium. To do that, we first considered a typical nucleotide i.e. an equivalent unit of DNA molecule composed of a nucleobase-pair plus two SP groups (La Verne and Pimblott 1995) . Besides, to fit the realistic composition of living cells, we also took into consideration the nucleobase repartition percentages reported by Tan et al (2006) , namely, 58% (A-T) (adenine-thymine base pair) and 42% (C-G) (cytosine-guanine base pair). Thus, by using the respective molar mass of each DNA component, namely, M A = 135.14 g.mol , we obtained the following mass percentages: A (12.6%), T (11.8%), C (7.5%), G (10.2%) and SP group (57.9%).
However, this description refers to dry DNA, which obviously cannot intend to mimic the biological reality, mainly composed of hydrated DNA. Many studies have then shown that the mechanisms of degradation of DNA by direct energy deposition events were strongly dependent of the level of hydration of the nucleotide. Thus, Yokoya et al (2002) demonstrated that the yields of SSB's and DSB's slightly increased with respect to the level of hydration of DNA-from vacuum-dried DNA up to DNA containing 15 water molecules per nucleotidethe yields being constant at higher levels of hydration. The precise degree of hydration of macromolecules depends upon a variety of factors, including pH and concentration of salt in medium. Also, the value obtained varies with the method by which it is determined, some methods measuring only tightly bound molecules, while others also include water molecules more loosely associated with the macromolecule. Thus, Birnie et al (1973) estimated that the total amount of water associated with DNA was of the order of 50 moles per mole of nucleotide, in order to get the expected density of 1.29 g.cm −3 . Consequently, we also considered a biological medium composed of hydrated DNA here simulated by adding 18 molecules per nucleotide, that led to the following revisited mass percentages: A (8.3%), T (7.7%), C (4.9%), G (6.7%), SP group (38.1%) and water (34.3%). Figure 8 shows the average potential (panel a) and kinetic (panel b) energy transfers in the three cases here investigated, namely, water, dry DNA and hydrated DNA.
Thus, figure 8 shows that the energy deposited here again evaluated per ionizing process is roughly similar in all the three cases over the whole proton energy range while the kinetic energy transferred to secondary electrons is slightly underestimated (of about 10% at 100 MeV) when water is used as surrogate of the biological medium.
Radiobiological endpoints
Microdosimetry consists in quantifying the spatial and temporal distributions of radiation interactions in specific nano-size target volumes. Originally, the interaction of ionizing radiations with biological matter was analysed in terms of deposited energy in spherical or cylindrical nano-volumes mimicking pieces of DNA (double helix segments, nucleosomes or chromatin fiber). In this context, a well-accepted approach proposed by Goodhead et al (1994) consists in evaluating the absolute frequencies of energy depositions in typical cylindrical targets of DNA dimensions and then looking for energy and volume criteria that correlate with the biological efficiency of the radiation under investigation. Using this phenomenological model, the authors have shown that the predominant features of radiations could be considered in terms of classes of initial clustered damages of increasing severity (Nikjoo 2003) and then proposed a classification of clusters according to the energy deposited in specific targets. More precisely, the authors shown that events occurring in structured model targets representing DNA segment-typically cylinders of 2 nm-length and 2 nm-diameter-were correlated with the DNA single or double strand break induction (Nikjoo 2003) . Since then, numerous numerical simulations of proton histories through biological matter were developed with the aim of scoring the energy deposit pattern and then identifying the energy threshold required for SSB and DSB induction (Nikjoo et al 1996) . However, it goes without saying that the majority of existing numerical codes are based on the use of water as tissue-equivalent medium with-for the most sophisticated-the inclusion of the molecular DNA structure, which is finally superimposed on the ion track-structure in water (Friedland et al 1998) . So, in view of the large above-reported discrepancies between water and DNA in terms of proton-induced energy deposit, we aim here at evaluating to which extent the energetic threshold commonly suggested in the existing MC track-structure codes for predicting the DNA strand break induction [see Nikjoo et al (1999) for a review] should be revised if a more realistic description of the biological medium is used instead of water. It is beyond the scope of this study to discuss the consistency of the existing MC track-structure studies [for this purpose, we refer the interested reader the recent work of Pater et al (2014) who analysed the impact of the various user-defined parameters introduced into the direct radio-induced damage yields], and we only assess here the influence of the medium description on this energetic criteria whose quantification was semi-empirically deduced from comparisons between experiments and simulations in liquid water [see for example Nikjoo et al (1996) and Friedland et al (1998) ]. To do so, the authors usually superimpose the energy deposit cartography simulated in liquid water on more or less complex models of the cellular environment [see for example Nikjoo et al (1996) and Friedland et al (1998 ) and Bernal et al (2013 ].
Besides, let us remind that we consider here only the proton-induced interactions, what means that we do not account the contribution of the secondary electrons even considering that the latter are mostly responsible for DNA damage either by directly breaking the DNA strands or by producing reactive radicals during the water radiolysis, as demonstrated by many authors [see for example Nikjoo et al (2008) ]. However, a complete modelling of these secondary electron histories would necessarily require the use of a Monte Carlo track structure code, what is out of the scope of the current theoretical study.
Under these conditions, we first calculated the mean number of interactions (ionizations + captures) <N int > induced by proton along a randomly positioned track segment crossing the critical cylinder volume of 2-nm-diameter by 2-nm-length. <N int > may be simply expressed by <N int > =<L> /ƛ where <L> refers to the average path length through any randomly positioned cylinder while ƛ ≡ ƛ(E inc ) denotes the mean free path of an incident proton with energy E inc . The latter is relied to the interaction cross section σ in the medium crossed by the incident proton (water or DNA) via the corresponding target density n, namely, ƛ ≡ 1/nσ. Thus, by using-as a first attempt-an equivalent mass density of 1 g cm −3 for all the three media investigated (water, dry DNA and hydrated DNA), we obtained the following target densities: n water = 0.033 molecule Å . Besides, the above-reported quantity <L> is given by the Cauchy formula, which expresses the average path length for any straight particle track entering any convex or non-convex domain with isotropic uniform incidence. This latter is equal to 4V/S where V and S represent the volume and the surface of the body. Let us note that the average length of the trajectories depends only on the geometry of the system and is independent of the characteristics of the diffusion process as noted by Blanco and Fournier (Blanco and Fournier 2003) . Considering then the dimensions of the target cylinder of interest in our study, namely, 2 nm-length and 2 nm-diameter, we obtained <L> = 4/3 nm and finally expressed the mean number of interactions as <N int > = (40/3)nσ with σ in Å 2 . The mean energy deposited within the DNA-size cylinder <E dep > is finally expressed by the product of <N int > by the average deposited energy per ionizing process reported in figure 8(a) .
The obtained results are plotted in figure 9 . Whether it is in terms of interaction number or potential energy (figures 9(a) and (b), respectively), we clearly observe that considering water as the main component of DNA overestimates the biological reality. More precisely, for proton energies greater than about 100 keV the inset of figure 9(a) reports discrepancies in terms of interaction number of about 10-15% for hydrated DNA (green line) and 17-23% in dry DNA. Consequently, the deposited energy distribution exhibits a similar behavior ( figure 9(b) ) over the whole energy range and clearly highlights a large overestimation of the water-based predictions (>15%). These findings clearly indicate that the phenomenological parameters such as the energy threshold used for analysing the SSB and DSB induction in cells exposed to proton-irradiations may be either questionable or at least revised in the forthcoming MC track-structure codes. More importantly, we observed that the discrepancies between water and DNA (dry as well as hydrated) are not in the same ratio as the density (see inset of figure 9), which clearly demonstrates that a simple procedure of density rescaling is not able to reproduce the underlying physics of cellular irradiations.
Let us nevertheless remind that these results were obtained by assuming a water-equivalent density of 1 g cm −3 for the three media investigated. So, if a realistic density for DNA is used, namely, 1.29 g cm −3 for hydrated DNA (Birnie et al 1973) and 1.407 g cm −3 for dry DNA as reported by Smialek et al (2013) , the previous results may be slightly revisited as reported in figure 10 .
Thus, in the case of a realistic description of the biological medium (hydrated DNA), we observe that the energy transfers induced by proton impact in a critical DNA-segment cylinder volume is of about 15% higher than that observed if water is used in the simulation. This difference is particularly noticeable in the low-energy regime i.e. in the domain of predominance of the electron capture process (E i < 100 keV). This finding is all the more important that this energy domain corresponds to the end part of the proton track in matter, namely, a region of prime interest in proton therapy since it corresponds to the maximum of energy deposit per path length. This specificity-referred as to the Bragg peak-is analysed in the following.
Radiotherapeutical endpoints
Comparatively to the photon case where most of the radiation is absorbed a few mm after the entrance of the radiation into the medium, the proton can cross a large distance before stopping and then delivering its energy on-site. This charged-particle specificity is the basic concept of hadron therapy and more particularly of proton therapy where a maximal of efficiency (maximal of energy transfer) is required inside the tumour cell while sparing the surrounding healthy tissue. To illustrate this phenomenon, we commonly report the evolution of the stopping power versus the penetration depth of the projectile in the matter under consideration. Thus, it is clear that the above reported conclusions in terms of energy transfer underestimation when water is used as surrogate of the biological medium will undoubtedly lead to (i) a longer distance of penetration of the proton in the irradiated matter and (ii) an underestimation of the energy delivered to the tumour-site. Besides, it goes without saying the optimization of treatment planning is a far more complicated task and cannot be addressed by track structure simulations alone and requires the full understanding of a long sequence of events including physics, chemistry, biology and medicine as illustrated by the multi-scale approach provided by Solov'yov and co-workers [Solov'yov et al (2009) and Surdutovich and Solov'yov (2014) ].
Figure 11 depicts the energy deposition distributions for a 100 MeV proton in the three media investigated in our study. We observe that using water instead of DNA clearly points out an overestimation of the penetration depth. More precisely, the Bragg peak is located at about 8.2 cm in the case of water whereas in the case of DNA medium, we found 6.8 cm and 6.5 cm for hydrated and dry DNA, respectively, that means a difference of about 17% in terms of localization. As regards the absolute value of energy deposit, an underestimation of about 15% is observed when water is used, namely 98 keV μm −1 for water versus 113 keV μm
for hydrated DNA.
Conclusions
Details on proton-induced collisions in living matter is of prime importance in many fields of medicine ranging from fundamental studies on DNA damage induction for radiobiology to refinement of treatment planning for better radiotherapy strategies in proton therapy. However, and although the use of (liquid) water as a tissue-equivalent medium is widely accepted in the majority of the existing numerical simulations, it remains an unsolved question whether this is the most relevant medium for radiobiological or radiotherapeutical studies.
In this context, we have here reported a detailed analysis of the main ionizing processes induced by proton-impact in water and on DNA components (both considered in vapour phase) including the nucleobases as well as the deoxyribose-phosphate group. Considerable differences in terms of cross sections were then reported for ionization as well as electron capture pointing out nevertheless the existence of a universal normalized cross section for both ionizing processes what suggested that using more 'realistic' cross sections instead of water ones would have no effect on the transport simulation of protons in biological medium. More importantly, we observed that the discrepancies between water and DNA (dry as well as hydrated) were not in the same ratio than their respective density, which clearly demonstrates that a simple procedure of density rescaling is not able to reproduce the underlying physics of cellular irradiations. In this context, a fine description of the various energy transfers induced by proton impact during both ionization and capture has pointed out strong discrepancies between water and DNA revealing also the crucial role of the sugar-phosphate backbone in particular when the electron capture process is scrutinized.
Finally, a realistic description of living matter has been proposed in order to evaluate at best the role played by the medium composition in the proton-induced energy deposit pattern and then to envisage a revision of the energy criteria commonly used for predicting the DNA double strand breakage.
The obtained results indicate that using cross sections of water vapour in track structure simulations leads to an underestimation of the proton-induced energetic cartography, that has relevant consequences on both radiation damage predictions and radiotherapeutical treatment planning as illustrated by a 100 MeV-proton Bragg peak profile.
The discrepancies also reported are all the more important that they underline that the approach commonly used in many Monte Carlo studies, which consists in rescaling the water vapour based track-structure simulations by a realistic density is clearly inappropriate for mimicking the biological reality.
